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Swami comes down in the middle of the bhajan. 
 
 
Swami:  Swagatam Krishna. Lift it. Speed up. Speed up. Speed up. 
Speed up. Speed up. Speed up. SPEED UP! SPEED UPPPP!  
 
After some time listening to the singing  
 
Swami:  Again lift it speed up. Speed up. Speed up. Speed up! Speed 
up. Speed up. Speed up, SPEED UPPP! Swagatam Krishna, 
Shardanagatam Krishna. Good. 
Good job but a small rectification. Swagatam, Swagatam Krishna five 
times you land it, gently, not seven, eight times. Today you hit it 
eight times, that's a mistake. Five times, then lift it. Swagatam su 
Swagatam... su swa...there is a swa here is a swa, Krishna. Sha... again 
sa so si so so... Gadanagatam Krishna. Or if you use the Shardanagatam 
Krishna, four, five times after you cutted it, eight times if you're 
landing it, no.  Again, start, one, two, three start - take action!   
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Students repeat Swagatam Krishna again. In the middle, Swami tells them 
to speed up, speed up!   
 
Swami:  Stop. Are you satisfied with your song? You tell the truth. 
 
Gustav: I'm not. 
 
Swami:  Yourself you said it. Come on restart. Okay, wait, wait… 
Give him some water you know. If he's not satisfied, how can I be 
satisfied? Give him fresh water. You want my water, Himalayan 
water?  Okay, Kindley water. Drink, drink, relax, drink relaxly. Okay, 
one, two three, start - action! 
 
Repeats Swagatam for the third time.  
 
Swami:   Congrats!  (Students applause) Sorry for giving you hard 
time but it is essential. It is? Essential. The rhythm, how to capture 
the audience?  Rock and roll is a different. Actually I wanted to take 
on my daughter's birthday... she took my turn, Mohana Krishna, I 
made her two times to sing it. To the kuturu, kuturu means daughter. 
But yes, I given the twenty marks, then fifty, sixty, eighty, then forty, 
thirty, then she'll hit it. Now you got it, yes. If you're not satisfied, 
how come I can be satisfied?  Ganesh, your group is satisfied? 
 
Ganesh: Yes, thank you so much. I think they're all happy in their 
eyes in the afternoon. I could see the happiness in their faces. There's 
some confusion of course, "What happened, what did I see?" You 
know that but... if you allow, we would kindly ask you some advice 
for the future. Is it possible to ask this question?  
 
Swami:  Yes, sure, please. 
 
Ganesh:  So, nearly everybody got something from his (Jesus) hand. 
What is allowed to do with this object?  
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Swami:  Just wear it with them all the time as a protection. 
 
Ganesh:  Okay. So right now they don't use it for healing purposes? 
 
Swami:  Just wear it. No diksha. 
 
Ganesh:  Just wear it. 
 
Swami:  That's enough. 
 
Ganesh:  Okay. And one very nice thing about the group unity - one 
person, he did not catch the object. It fell on the floor and he did not 
get it, and one lady said she got several objects, and she is ready to 
give it to this person. 
 
Swami:  It's okay, next option, next change. Next? 
 
Ganesh:  And I would love to ask you about the... 
 
Swami:  But you tested him isn't it? 
 
Ganesh:  I tested. You allowed me to test him. 
 
Swami:  But you got proved it? 
 
Ganesh:  You like honesty. Of course it was beautiful no doubt, but 
you had the chance to tell me how to test him, and what I understood 
a test I can think about myself. 
 
Swami:  You were under amnesia at the time. You're in the trance 
mood. 
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Ganesh:  Yes I know, thirty percent I was in that stage. 
 
Swami:  So, before one time you fall off your body and I throwed 
your body. Can I lift that body? Look at that fatty guy. I don't know 
how his wife is carrying. He gained weight. He's almost all is 89 kilos 
weight.  
 
Ganesh: Yeah, I don't need a scale anymore now. 
 
Swami:  We'll bring the scale here and fix it. 
 
Ganesh: You're the best scale Swamiji.  
 
Swami:  That person weight I can carry him and lift him and throw 
him out. Last night all their group, they had something. Don't 
misunderstand; be in unity. It's not a Ganesh group; it is the Swami 
group. It is the? Swami group. If I like it, I take it. Doesn't matter it's a 
Gustav group, Ganesh group, Jill group, Ann group... it's only one 
group, that is the Swami group. That is the Baba group. We're all 
One. We're all?  
 
Students: One.  
 
Swami: "Swami, I'm here since three months in the University and 
I'm practicing it. How come I don't have this experience?" Maybe 
you'll get more experience. Wait and see, the Riya having everyday 
the dreams on Swami. Is it true Riya?  
Riya:  Sorry?  
 
Swami:  No worry, no curry madam Riya. Everyday you have the 
dreams on your Swami Kaleshwar or not?  
 
Riya: Yeah I have the dream experiences. I've had different 
experiences of dreams since I've come here. 
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Swami:  I'm going in her dreams and, yes I know it but it's okay, it's 
okay…beautiful mother, beautiful mother. Please, please, please, 
please, one thing today I want to tell you. My physical presence is not 
essential. My soul presence is always essential. A beautiful friend 
who is sitting in there, I don't want to tell his name. And he donated 
a lot of money to the Shirdi Sai Samasthan in Penukonda. He's 
blinking his eyes. Look at that guy.  Stand up man.  
 
The man stands up. 
 
Swami:  Yes you. Yes you, you, you, you. I don't want to tell your 
name. Give a clap. I'm not saying it. He don't even want to know his 
name, tons of money just he donated it. Not here, I don't know what 
he's donated it beautiful contribution. God bless you on all angles, 
and Baba grace, and Jesus grace all the time to you and your friends, 
all the time to be with you. Congrats. Thank you but my presentation 
will also come to you very close. 
It's not the money matters it's the love matters. I'm helping lot of 
people and Baba's bringing through somebody, and all the 
krutnanyata that gratitude will go to them. It's not my greatness, 
absolutely I'm a zero. These kind of characters is the heroes. These 
type of characters is the heroes one hundred percent. Anyway, again 
one more time I'm telling you, try to be unity. Be with very clarity 
and forever and ever, dignity. No matter what, help ever, hurt never. 
Between you and master, the love and affection, that's between you 
and master but don't hurt - never. That's my sincere advice. It's a time 
to go to the Boss for harathi.  
 

End of Talk 
 


